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that the information is reliable
and adequately comprehensive, but do not represent
that such information is in all
respects accurate or complete.
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emphasize that statements of
expectation, forecasts and projections relate to future events
and are based on assumptions
that may not remain valid for
the whole of the relevant period, may or may not be correct,
being based upon factors and
events subject to uncertainty.
Consequently, they cannot be
relied upon, and the authors of
the report express no opinion
as to how closely the actual results achieved will correspond
to any statements of expectation, forecasts or projections.
Future results or values could
be materially different from any
forecast or estimates contained
in the analyses, and the range
of values resulting from the
analyses should not be taken to
be a recommendation.
The analyses and conclusions
contained in this report do not
purport to contain or incorporate all the information that
may be required for purposes
of any possible transaction;
accordingly, more detailed
analyses should be conducted
for purposes of any possible
transaction.
The analyses contained
herein were undertaken by
the authors of the report as of
the dates noted herein. The
authors of the report undertake
no obligation to update any
such analyses.
This report shall not be treated
as accounting, tax or legal
advice.

Main
goal
of the report
This Report has been prepared by McKinsey
& Company in cooperation with PKO Bank
Polski, the Warsaw Stock Exchange (WSE),
the Ministry of the Treasury of the Republic
of Poland, IPO CEE Summit. The purpose of
the report is to offer an independent perspective on the The purpose of the report is to offer an
WSE; the report attempts to independent perspective on the WSE; the report
give a candid overview of the attempts to give a candid overview of the
Stock Exchange’s past and
Stock Exchange’s past and provide an unbiased
provide an unbiased perspective on its possible future di- perspective on its possible future direction.
rection.
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It is not intended to be read as a directional document in which the joint authors offer advice on any
particular course of action. Specifically, this report
should not be used as the basis for any company’s
decision to undertake an IPO, as there are numerous
individual considerations for each potential issuer.
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Amount of capital
available on WSE is likely
to grow

A decade of success
and growth

The Warsaw Stock Exchange just
celebrated its twentieth anniversary. In
only two decades it has grown from a
start-up using rented equipment and
having five listed securities to one of
the largest stock exchanges in Eastern
Europe, with over 600 companies.

For the last decade the WSE has
increased its capitalization on average 25
percent every year. This growth has been
fueled by market appreciation as well as
the inflow of new capital. It seems likely
that the WSE will continue attracting new
capital, but possibly at a slower pace
compared to the past decade.

This report has been prepared cooperatively by PKO Bank Polski,

IPO CEE Summit, City of Warsaw and McKinsey & Company.
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Can the WSE
attract new issuers
from abroad?

Employing available
capital in financing currently listed companies

Many potential issuers consider availability of capital
and liquidity, cost of entry, and ability to raise their public
profile when selecting a stock exchange for their IPO. To attract
new foreign issuers from the CEE, the WSE would potentially
need to perform better on the three dimensions than do its
Western European competitors.

Currently, the
volume of tradable commercial debt in Poland
is very low compared to
other European markets,
east and west.
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Traditional sources
of IPOs are drying up

Relatively few companies in Poland
are large enough to make a visible difference in the size of the stock exchange. Of
the largest 500 hundred companies (according to Rzeczpospolita ranking), 130 are
already listed, while 232 are subsidiaries of
foreign entities and are thus highly unlikely
to enter the WSE independently.
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To continue growing and to ensure that the
capital available is invested
in Warsaw, the WSE should
foster new sources of capital
demand.
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Appendix:
Survery result

In the weeks preceding the CEE IPO Summit,
market participants were invited to respond to an online
survey about their experience with the WSE. The respondents included the representatives of mutual funds, brokerage houses, pension funds, banks, stock exchanges,
and issuers that debuted on WSE in the past 4 years.
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Executive
summary
For the past decade, the Warsaw Stock Exinvestor share, currently largest contributor of capital
change has been growing at a strong pace,
on the WSE.
and has emerged as a Central and Eastern
European (CEE) leader1. Most prominently,
however, Traditional
in 2010, the WSE has seen second-highest
sources of IPOs are drying up
number of IPOs among all European stock exchanges.
At the same time, the current sources of IPOs are slowly
Above baseline stock appreciation, three key elements
drying up. Most of the large domestic companies have
contributed to the growth of WSE. First, the many
already debuted on the stock exchange and the few
privatizations of large domestic companies contribstill to come will not much change the WSE’s capitaluted roughly half of the value of all IPOs in the last
ization. Smaller companies already actively participate
few years (2007-2010).
in the market and
Second, listed compa- In the coming years, the amount of
so generating addinies floated additional capital available for investment
tional growth from
shares through SPOs on the WSE will likely continue
that segment may
and about three-quar- to increase. Despite the pension
be difficult. The gap
ters of them raised
in IPOs on the WSE
system reform, the growing level of
additional capital in
after completion of
the process.
Third, disposable income should amplify
the privatization proroughly 40 percent the importance of domestic financial
cess may be partially
of the value of IPOs institutions as sources of capital.
filled by foreign IPOs.
was contributed by
The WSE might find it
foreign debuts. The WSE was the only exchange in
difficult to attract new issuers from other CEE countries,
the CEE during the last 4 years to host IPOs of forhowever, since it would have to compete for their busieign CEE companies (4 IPOs), and it has competed for
ness against large Western European stock exchanges,
listings with the LSE (22) and the Deutsche Börse (5).
such as the LSE and the Deutsche Börse.

F

capital available
on The WSE will likely grow
In the coming years, the amount of capital available for
investment on the WSE will likely continue to increase.
Despite the pension system reform, the growing level
of disposable income should amplify the importance
of domestic financial institutions (pension funds, mutual funds, and life insurance providers) as sources of
capital. This is likely to happen at the expense of foreign

SPOs may become more important
use of capital on the WSE
If the state chooses to continue to privatize already listed large companies by gradually disposing of shares in
them, SPOs may become a much more important use
of capital on the WSE. Finally, commercial bonds may
become more significant on the WSE as they grow in
popularity to the levels observed on other Western and
Eastern European stock exchanges.

Among stock exchanges in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), the WSE is the largest in terms of market capitalization (in Eastern Europe [EE], WSE comes
second to MICEX). It had also the largest number and the largest value of IPOs of all CEE countries in the past 4 years.
1
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Central

And Eastern Europe
Among stock
exchanges in Central
and Eastern Europe,
the WSE is the largest
in terms of market
capitalization (in
Eastern Europe, WSE
comes second to
MICEX). It had also the
largest number and the
largest value of IPOs
of all CEE countries in
the past 4 years.

The WSE was the only exchange
in the CEE during the last 4
years to host IPOs of foreign
CEE companies.
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Aofdecade
success

and growth

T

he Warsaw Stock Exchange just celebrated
its twentieth anniversary. In only two decades it has grown from a start-up using
rented equipment and having five listed
securities to one of the largest stock ex-

changes in Eastern Europe, with over 600 companies. The WSE trades across two markets and has
recently launched a debt market. In 2010 alone, 112
companies IPOed in Warsaw, 34 of them on the main
market2. This puts the WSE ahead of every European

In 2010, WSE had the second largest number of IPOs
among all European stock exchanges
Number of IPOs in 2010

Total 1

Main
London Stock
Exchange

53
26

Figure 1
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11

Deutsche Börse

10

Oslo Børs
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9

IPO offer value
>EUR 50 million

101

22 123

104

8 112

BME

2

2
12
10

9,034

12,650

3,770

2,297

5
16
11
4

Total 1

344

168 24

4

EUR millions

Main

29 3 32

SIX Swiss
Exchange

1
Offer value of IPOs in 2010

3,808

417

2,413

2,362

163

1,514

2,445

163

1,562

Including alternative markets such as LSE AIM, Warsaw NewConnect
SOURCE: IPO Watch; Dealogic

1

This report uses, wherever possible, the definition of IPO given by the WSE and the Polish Ministry of Treasury. Accordingly, an IPO is any debut on a stock exchange,
including transfers to main market from secondary markets (e.g., NewConnect), debuts without new capital raised, and cross-listings by foreign companies. To enable liketo-like comparisons with foreign markets, the report occasionally employs the definition of IPO used by Dealogic, Bloomberg and World Federation of Exchanges, whereby
an IPO is simply the initial offering anywhere in the world (i.e., it is exclusive of all cross-listings), and must involve capital-raising if the company is moved from the secondary
market. In 2010, for example, the WSE had 34 IPOs in the main market according to its own definition and 26 IPOs according to the second definition. The difference is
attributable to 8 transfers from NewConnect to main market without issues of new shares and 2 cross-listings of foreign companies.
2
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The WSE is the second largest exchange in EE
Data as of December 2010
Lithuania

Latvia

Market capitalization,
Penetration (market capitalization/GDP ),
EUR billions
Percent
Number of companies listed 1

Estonia
17
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15.5

0.9

5.2
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11.7

1.7

Russia
640.0 63.0

34
16

Czech
Republic
23.0
31.9

Poland

584

44.0

6

Ukraine

141.9

219

27

Figure 2

26.3
27.5

165
52

Slovakia
3.4

Slovenia

69
333

5.0

Hungary
20.0

7.0

72

390
390

Bulgaria
5.5

Romania

Croatia

22.0
20.6

2.7

16.0

6.0

9.8

8.0

Includes alternative markets such as NewConnect
SOURCE: Federation of European Exchanges, Federation of World Exchanges; WMM, IMF, Annual Reports, Company Websites

1

stock exchange but London (with 123 and 53 IPOs,
respectively) and well ahead of any other competitor
(NYSE Euronext came third with 32 IPOs in total, 11
of which were hosted on the main market). The monetary value of the WSE offers, furthermore, was also
second only to the LSE’s. The WSE increased its main
market cap through IPOs in 2010 by EUR 3.770 billion
to LSE’s EUR 9.034 billion (and next in line is Oslo
Børs and Oslo Axess’s EUR 2.363 billion) (Figure 1).
The WSE is the second largest stock exchange in EE
and the largest exchange in CEE3. In Eastern Europe,
its market cap of EUR 142 billion is second only to
that of MICEX (EUR 640 billion). In CEE, it is more than
four times larger than the next-largest exchange, in

the Czech Republic (EUR 32 billion), 6 times larger
than stock exchange in Hungary (EUR  20 billion)
and more than 10 times larger than the remaining
stock exchanges. The WSE is also well ahead of two
other European exchanges that its often compared
to – Vienna Stock Exchange (EUR  94 billion) and
Athens Exchange (EUR 50 billion).
Furthermore, it has attracted the most new entrants over the past few years (Figure 2). One hundred thirty-nine companies have entered the main
market of WSE since the beginning of 2007 (312 including NewConnect), compared to 21 in Russia,
the next-best EE stock exchange in terms of IPO
numbers.

In this report, Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) is defined as: Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Slovenia, Croatia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Kosovo, Albania, Montenegro, Macedonia, and Bulgaria; Eastern Europe (EE) is defined by all these countries and Russia, Belarus, Ukraine,
and Moldova.
3
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WSE leadership position after a decade of strong growth
WSE’s market capitalization
development
PLN billions

Foreign companies
Domestic companies

+25% p.a.
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Figure 3
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03
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of listed companies
and number of IPOs

3.4

3.7

13.9 14.7
6.7
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100
50
0

SOURCE: Ministry of Treasury; WSE; McKinsey analysis

Over the last decade, the Warsaw Stock Exchange has
grown in several dimensions (Figure 3). The number of
listed companies went up from 230 to just over 400;
market capitalization increased on average 25 percent
year on year, from just over PLN 100 billion in 2001 to

just under PLN 800 billion at the end of 2010. Trading
volumes went up on average by 21 percent annually
and derivatives activity has increased from 3.8 million contracts in 2001 to nearly four times that in 2010
(14.7 million).
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Value

Sector composition of WSE IPOs has been heavily
determined by large privatizations

of ipos

Large privatizations

Percent, based on IPO value

2007
Consumer
goods

2008

2009

8

6
58

Financials
Healthcare

Figure 4

IT

2
5

Manufacturing/
/Real Estate

3
70

9

5

9

Media
Raw
materials
Retail

59

Total
PLN billions

8

0

5

18.2

1
85

0

4

1

0
21

Utilities & Energy
Other

Almost half the total
value of IPOs during
the last 4 years came
from the privatization
of five large Polish
companies: Enea in
2008, PGE in 2009,
and PZU, GPW, and
Tauron in 2010 (PLN
21.5 billion, or 43
percent of IPO value).

2010

3

9.3

3

7.0

SOURCE: WSE (includes all debuts on the main market)

Privatization
Almost half the total value of IPOs during the last 4
years came from the privatization of five large Polish
companies: Enea in 2008, PGE in 2009, and PZU, GPW,
and Tauron in 2010 (PLN 21.5 billion, or 43 percent of
IPO value). Given the sheer size of individual offerings,
privatizations drove the industry sector structure of
IPOs on the WSE, making Utilities & Energy as well of
Financial Institutions the most represented industries
(Figure 4). After adjusting for the impact of privatizations, the sector split of WSE IPOs is not radically different from that of other exchanges.
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27

15.9

Three elements contributed to the growth in excess of baseline
appreciation: privatization of large domestic companies,
secondary offerings, and listings by foreign companies.

Volume of SPOs on WSE has been growing over the past few years
PLN billions
1.05

0.77

4.75

+62% p.a.

Percentage
of market capitalization

4.16

22.58 2
20.02 1

Figure 5

5.35
2.05

2007

08

09

2010

Includes UniCredit SPO offer (P LN 13.48 billion) on multiple exchanges
Includes UniCredit SPO offer (P LN 16.07 billion) on multiple exchanges
SOURCE: WSE

1
2

secondary PUBLIC offerings
In 2010, SPOs4 have become a relatively more important source of capitalization growth on the WSE.
Though the number of SPOs remained relatively stable (78 in 2007 and 80 in 2010), total SPO value increased four-fold in the same period. That represented an average year-on-year growth of 62 percent (7
percent after excluding the UniCredit offering). The
value increase means that the share of SPOs in the
total capitalization has increased from 1.1 percent in
2007 to 4.2 percent in 2010 (Figure 5). In terms of the

industry structure of the SPOs, financial institutions
were overrepresented (vs. IPOs); this may be a result
of post-crisis increases in equity requirements and
the maturity of that sector on the WSE. Over the last
4 years, one-quarter of the SPOs on the WSE were
the result of changes in ownership and did not raise
any additional capital. Of the remaining SPOs two
were seen as a method for obtaining acquisition currency and three used the proceeds to repay debt. The
remainder reported capital-raising mostly for “future
acquisitions” and “general office purposes.”

Throughout the document, unless otherwise stated, a secondary public offering (SPO) is defined as a stock offering for public sale by a company which already had an
IPO. This definition includes sale of stock by owners (with no proceeds going to the company) as well as new issuance of stock with capital-raising (often referred to as a
follow-on offer).
4
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The share
of SPOs

The share of SPOs in
the total capitalization
has increased from 1.1
percent in 2007 to 4.2
percent in 2010.
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In 2010, 30 foreign companies were listed
out of a total of 599 companies on both WSE
markets. For comparison, in Germany it was
75 companies, in the U.K. 604 and in Spain 75
companies; on the other hand, it was above
Austria with 21 companies listed.

Comparison of share and number of listed foreign companies
Number of foreign companies listed

2010, percent

Figure 6

Number of companies listed
100% =

599

Foreign

5

Domestic

1

765

10

110

3,345

2,966

1
19

20

95

90

81

99

80

Poland

Germany

Austria

Spain

UK

30

75

21

35

604

Includes alternative markets
SOURCE: World Federation of Exchanges

1

Foreign companY listings
Despite a steadily growing number of foreign companies on the WSE, the current number of foreign listings in the total is still lower than for most Western
European exchanges. In 2010, 30 foreign companies
were listed out of a total of 599 companies on both
WSE markets. For comparison, in Germany it was 75
companies (10 percent of all listed companies), in the
U.K. 604 (20 percent) and in Spain 75 companies (1
percent); on the other hand, it was above Austria with
21 companies listed (19 percent) (Figure 6). In looking
exclusively at the primary market in Poland the picture
hardly changes, as 27 out of 401 companies listed
were foreign – slightly under 7 percent.
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Fewer than half the WSE's foreign debuts were exclusive to WSE
Foreign company debuts at WSE
2007–10, number
30%

70%

20

45%

Figure 7

5

1
5
9

All foreign
debuts on WSE

Total value
of offerings
PLN billions

20

Cross - listing
without new capital

Cross - listing
with new capital

N/A

IPOs
on multiple exchanges 1

17

0.6

IPOs on
WSE only

2.4

IPO in parallel on exchanges in

Offer value
PLN billions

Captured on WSE
PLN billions

Poland, Austria

10.7

0.5

Poland, Czech Republic, UK

5.5

<0.5

Primary exchanges other than WSE
SOURCE: WSE; Money.pl

1

The growth in share of foreign companies on the
companies have had IPOs in Warsaw in 2011. Four
main market of WSE has slowed in the past 4 years.
new companies have launched on WSE as of May
Whereas the average annual growth of the number of
11, 2011, as compared to five in all of 2010. (Overall,
companies was in ex34 IPOs were hosted in
cess of 100 percent be- The Warsaw Stock Exchange has
2010 and 20 IPOs so far
tween the years 2003
had a successful decade, showing in 2011.) The WSE also
and 2007, it slowed
recently decided to recespecially strong growth in
to 5 percent thereafognize the contribution
ter. For the period of new listings over the past 4
of Ukrainian companies
2003-2007, growth in years. There remains, however,
to the market by launchthe number of foreign ample room for growth, and
ing a WIG-Ukraine Incompanies
clearly
dex, which currently
this further WSE growth itself
exceeded the overall
is composed of seven
could become a catalyst for the
growth rate (15 percompanies with headcent). Since 2007, the economic growth of the region.
quarters or significant
number of foreign listbusiness in Ukraine.
ings has grown in line with the growth of all listTwenty new foreign companies entered the main
ings (5 percent). As a result, the share of foreign
market of WSE between 2007 and 2010. For 6 of
entities on the WSE in the past 4 years has rethem (30 percent), WSE was a secondary market and
mained practically constant, at just under 7 percent.
only one of these decided to raise additional capital
The outlook may be changing slightly, as more foreign
in Warsaw. The largest of those 6 offerings was a
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The WSE also recently decided to recognize the contribution of
Ukrainian companies to the market by launching a WIG-Ukraine
Index, which currently is composed of seven companies with
headquarters or significant business in Ukraine.

For WSE to capture more international EE IPOs,
it needs to offer better value than LSE and Deutsche Börse
EE foreign

IPOs from EE region 1
2007 – April 2011, number of IPOs (cross-listing excluded)
from EE by key stock exchange

135
4

222

5

21

12

7

4

5

2

0

Domestic

0

213
31

182

Figure 8

131

Poland

UK

Germany Russia

Bulgaria

Romania Croatia

The only exchanges
with foreign EE IPOs

Czech
Slovenia Belarus
Republic

Ukraine

Total

No foreign EE IPOs

Analyzed countries – Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine, Russia, Croatia, Slovenia, Belarus
16 out of 22 companies come from Russia
SOURCE: Dealogic; WSE

1
2

cross-listing by UniCredit, which was obliged by the
Polish Financial Authority to list on the WSE in order for the merger of the Peako and BPH banks to
go forward. Although the nominal value of this debut
was over PLN 270 billon, UniCredit issued no additional shares on entering the WSE. Seventy percent
of foreign debuts (14) were in fact IPOs but only 9
of these (45 percent of the total number of foreign
debuts) were IPOs exclusive to the WSE (Figure 7).
Despite being few in number, the new foreign listings
would appear to have significantly increased capitalization of the WSE. As much as 40 percent of the

overall value of all IPOs in the 4 years from 2007 to
2010 reportedly came from foreign IPOs (about PLN
20 billion). Of that 40 percent, however, fewer than 20
percentage points of the capital was raised through
the WSE. From the reported PLN 20 billion from foreign IPOs, PLN 17 billion was in reality made available
on multiple markets at once and Warsaw captured
less than PLN 2 billion of that.
So in fact the new foreign listings had relatively less
impact on the WSE as on Western European peers.
Nevertheless, the WSE remains the most international
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Despite success of WSE to date, there is still significant room for growth
Percent
Liquidity1

Figure 9
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countries
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Growth direction
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Market capitalization/GDP
Trading volume to market capitalization ratio. Market capitalization includes – shares of domestic companies, foreign companies which are exclusively listed
on an exchange, common and preferred shares of domestic companies, shares without voting rights; it excludes – collective investment funds, rights, warrants,
ETFs, convertible instruments, options, futures, foreign listed shares other than exclusively listed ones, companies whose only business goal is to hold shares
of other listed companies, companies admitted to trading but not listed at the exchange. Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying the volume of shares
issued by companies and quoted on the stock market by their market value. Stock market turnover measures the total value of shares traded
(domestic and foreign shares and closed-end investment funds only, to avoid double counting)
SOURCE: Eurostat; McKinsey analysis

1

of the EE exchanges and is a possible contender for the
position of EE leader. In 2007-2010, the WSE had the
most IPOs in the region and was the region’s only stock
exchange to see foreign IPOs from other EE countries
(Figure 8). In this last measure, it was far behind London
and about even with Germany. Of the 31 EE companies
that chose to make IPOs on European markets outside
their own, 22 launched in London, 5 in Germany and 4
in Poland. Going forward, the WSE would have to continue competing for such listings with stock exchanges
such as those in the UK and in Germany.
The Warsaw Stock Exchange has had a successful decade, showing especially strong growth in
new listings over the past 4 years. There remains,
however, ample room for growth, and this further WSE growth itself could become a catalyst
for the economic growth of the region (Figure 9).
Several studies made of different geographies and at
different times5 have shown that developed financial

systems and stock exchanges are crucial to economic
growth. A deep capital market, the argument goes,
serves as a re-allocation mechanism, sparking growth
in additional industries (e.g., business services) and
sectors, thereby reducing dependency on commoditytype industries and providing broader financial product offer (e.g., derivatives, index products, information).
The future of the WSE is not unequivocally clear. After
a decade of solid growth, the exchange is facing uncertainty about the sources of further growth as well
as profound changes to the structure of the Western
European competition. Sustaining the current growth
rate may require some changes to the present issuer mix and may mean head-on competition for new
IPOs with the likes of the London Stock Exchange and
Deutsche Börse. It is not clear yet whether the WSE
could withstand such a confrontation. This report outlines some of the challenges ahead and gives a reading of the WSE’s relative strengths and weaknesses
versus the competition.

For example, Thorsten Beck and Ross Levine, “Stock Markets, Banks, and Growth: Panel Evidence”, World Bank, May 2002; Aubhik Khan, “The Finance and Growth
Nexus” , Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, February 2002.
5
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Amount
of capital
available

on WSE

is likely to grow

or the last decade
For the last decade the WSE has increased
the WSE has increased its capital- its capitalization on average 25 percent
ization on average every year. This growth has been fueled by
25 percent every market appreciation as well as the inflow of
year. This growth has been fu- new capital. With pension reform already
eled by market appreciation
partially in place and more decisions pending,
as well as the inflow of new
capital. With pension reform uncertainty has lately arisen about the
already partially in place and levels of new inflows in coming years. It seem
more decisions pending, un- likely that the WSE will continue attracting
certainty has lately arisen new capital, but possibly at a slower pace
about the levels of new inflows
compared to the past decade.
in coming years. It seem likely
that the WSE will continue attracting new capital, but possibly at a slower pace
ries placed with pension funds was cut from 7.3 to
compared to the past decade. Foreign investors are
2.3 percent (with the possibility that the share will instill the single largest source of capitalization and
crease gradually, to 3.5 percent by 2017). At the same
their involvement in the WSE has grown 14 percent
time, another pension system reform is currently unyear on year for the past 7 years. (Figure 10). Noneder development, by which the share of funds that
theless, they have been gradually losing share to
can be invested in equity should gradually increase
private investors and domestic financial institutions,
from the current 40 percent to 62 percent by 2020.
which grew at 20 and 23 percent year on year, reThis change may have an especially large impact, as
spectively. The ratio of foreign investors to financial
it affects not only new funds obtained but all assets
institutions has been decreasing over the past 7 years
under management of the pension funds. In addition,
and is likely to decline further as the structure of capiaccording to a further contemplated reform, the pertal sources in Poland converges in the direction of the
centage of funds that could be invested abroad might
Western European markets. Share of equity held by
also increase, from today’s 5 percent to an as-yet unthe government on the WSE has increased dramatiknown future level. Such investments would come at
cally in the last 8 years as a result of privatization
the expense of investments on the WSE. It is not yet
process (Figure 11). As a result of pension reform,
clear what would be the net result of the reforms, but
furthermore, pension funds will receive a significantly
they may lower the amount of capital inflow to the
lower level of funding: in 2011 the share of gross salaWSE from pension funds.

F
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Foreign investors have been gradually losing share
in market capitalization to domestic financial institutions

Figure 10

Market capitalization by source of capital
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Structure of capital sources on WSE is likely to converge
in the direction of the structure on Western European markets
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Investors’ share in the stock exchange – Poland vs. European countries
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The amount of private funds invested on WSE
by Polish institutional investors is likely to increase
Potential of private investors – PFA structure
2009, percent

100% = EUR
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1

Over the coming years, however, increases in disposable income
and levels of financial knowledge among individuals will likely
lead to an increase in the level of assets under management of
mutual funds and life insurance providers.
Over the coming years, however, increases in disposable income and levels of financial knowledge
among individuals will likely lead to an increase in
the level of assets under management of mutual
funds and life insurance providers (Figure 12). We
estimate that the relative share of mutual funds in
personal financial assets (PFA) in Poland might in-

crease from ~9% at the end of 2009 to ~17% by
2015. At the same time the share of life insurance
might increase from ~4% to 11% . The increase
might happen mostly at the expense of cash and
retail deposits. Overall then, new capital should still
be available from financial institutions although the
growth rate of capital inflows may slow down.
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It is estimated that new inflows of capital may range between PLN
65 billion and PLN 110 billion in total over the next 5 years. Since
the total value of all IPO offers on the WSE in the past 4 years
amounted roughly to PLN 50 billion, the amount of additional
capital expected on the WSE would seem sufficient to finance its
continued growth.

Possible inflows of capital to WSE
PLN billions

ESTIMATES

Annual inflow of foreign capital

2015

35% (no changes)

Figure 13

Percentage
of pension
funds’ assets
62% in 2020
under
cap,1
management (new reform – higher equity
2
with
15%
invested
abroad
)
invested
in domestic
equity
62% in 2020
(new reform – higher equity cap1)

1.0

2.3

4.0

~65

70-75

~80

~90

95-100

~105

95-100

105

110-115

New reform – gradual increase in share to be invested abroad from current 40% to 62% in 2020
2
New reform – increase in share to be invested abroad from current 5% to higher share (not yet specified), 15% assumed in this analysis
SOURCE: NBP; McKinsey analysis
1

It is estimated that new inflows of capital may range
between PLN 65 billion and PLN 110 billion in total over
the next 5 years (Figure 13). Since the total value of all
IPO offers on the WSE in the past 4 years amounted
roughly to PLN 50 billion, the amount of additional
capital expected on the WSE would seem sufficient to

finance its continued growth. In estimating potential
future inflows of capital to the WSE, each of the main
sources of capital was considered separately. For the
two sources for which future prospects are most difficult to forecast unequivocally, nine distinct scenarios,
as presented below were developed (Figure 13).
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First, historical new capital inflows from foreign inaverages. For mutual funds, 20 percent growth in asvestors were considered. Depending on the time pesets under management was assumed, as that would
riod selected, those inflows amounted to PLN 1 bilallow for convergence to Western European stanlion per annum for years 2005-2010, PLN 2.3 billion
dards in terms of AuM to GDP ratio. Fourth, it was
p.a. for years 2007-2010, and PLN 4 billion p.a. for
assumed that the government will retain or slightly
years 2009-2010. To estimate future inflows, the imreduce its current share of total market capitalization
pact of each of these
(19 percent share in
2009 and 2010). Yet
amounts was tested
for private capital, a gradual recovery in reality, the share
on the total capicould drop further
tal available – as was assumed, with annual inflows of
if the government
recorded below on PLN 2 billion to achieve the pre-crisis
continues to dispose
the horizontal axis. level of investment in 2013. Such
of its stakes in listed
Second, for the pen- growth should translate into private
companies, or it
sion funds, a drop
capital value of PLN 74 billion by 2015.
could rise if privatiin the gross salary
zation continues and
contributions from
new state-owned companies are launched on the
7.3 to 2.3 percent was assumed upfront. Then three
stock exchange.
possible options for the percentage of assets under
management invested on the WSE were tested. In the
Finally, for private capital, a gradual recovery was
baseline, no change to the current level of 36 percent
assumed, with annual inflows of PLN 2 billion to
occurs over time. In the most optimistic option, by
2020 a maximum level of 62 percent will be achieved
achieve the pre-crisis level of investment in 2013.
and no assets will leave the country (gradual proSuch growth should translate into private capital value of PLN 74 billion by 2015, which would constitute
gression). The middle option assumes 62 percent of
4 percent of GDP as compared to 5 percent of GDP
assets invested in equity by 2020 but 15 percentage
pre-crisis (in 2007). For non-financial corporations,
points of that is invested outside Poland 6 . Results are
their share in total market capitalization was kept at
recorded above on the vertical axis. Third, in all the
the long term average of 6 percent. The numbers in
scenarios, it was assumed that 35 percent of mutual
fund assets and 10 percent of life insurance assets
Figure 13 show the estimated sum of capital inflows
will be invested on the WSE, in line with the historical
over the course of the next 5 years.

Although currently pension funds are allowed to invest 40 percent of their assets in equity, they use only about 90 percent of this limit (about 35 percent). In our calculation
we have similarly assumed that only 90 percent of the allowed maximum limit will be used.
6
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Traditional
sources of

IPOs
are drying up

Few very large Polish companies are left
that could still have an IPO on the WSE
2010, percent

100% =

Foreign not listed
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109

Domestic not listed

>70 thousand
companies 1

IPOs on WSE
highly unlikely

Figure 14
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Of the 500 largest
companies
in Poland, only 26
sizeable ones could
potentially IPO
in the coming years
Remaining
companies are
too small to have
a significant impact
on WSE’s market
capitalization

Top 500 companies in Poland

Employing more than 9 people, data for 2010
SOURCE: WSE; Rzeczpospolita

1

R

elatively few companies in Poland are large
enough to make a visible difference in the
size of the stock exchange. Of the largest 500 hundred companies (according
to Rzeczpospolita ranking), 130 are already

listed, while 232 are subsidiaries of foreign entities and
are thus highly unlikely to enter the WSE independently.
That leaves 138 large companies that could make IPOs
in Warsaw (Figure 14). And yet, even if all 138 floated
100 percent of their shares on the WSE, the impact

24

Additional
domestic IPOs

Additional IPOs
of large domestic
companies in the next
5 years are, therefore,
relatively unlikely
to consume the
amount of new capital
potentially becoming
available in the market.
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Most of the companies on WSE are already mid cap
– there is a limited potential for growth in excess of current baseline
2010
Number of companies
Percent
100% =

361
4
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Market capitalization
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exchanges

29
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Figure 15

Market capitalization,
EUR billions

Poland

1
Austria

11
1
UK

Note: Analysis for domestic companies and for main markets
SOURCE: WSE; Bloomberg; Dealogic

on the total market capitalization of the WSE would
be limited. Depending on the valuation assumptions7,
total market capitalization in this highly optimistic scenario would likely increase by 15-20 percent, or EUR
30 billion to 60 billion over today’s level. The actual
capitalization increases from IPOs of large domestic
companies would very likely be much lower. To put
things in perspective, the value of all the IPOs of the
past 4 years increased the market cap by 32 percent
(14 percentage points of those 32 are solely attributable to 5 large privatizations). Additional IPOs of
large domestic companies in the
next 5 years are, therefore, relatively Given that the current growth rate of the
unlikely to consume the amount of WSE may not be sustained through IPOs of
new capital potentially becoming domestic companies, an opportunity may
available in the market. Additional
exist in new issuers from abroad.
growth is also unlikely to come from
IPOs of medium-sized companies, as
most of the IPOs are already from that segment. An
average CEE company debuting on the WSE had an
IPO offer value of EUR 73 million as compared to EUR

7

Range of potential market cap inflow based on: 2010 average market P/E ratio (18.2); 2010 average market price to revenues ratio (0.9).
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585 million in the U.K., EUR 583 million in Russia, EUR
447 million in the Czech Republic or EUR 434 million
in Bulgaria. The same dynamic can be observed in
the current structure of companies on the WSE. WSE
IPOs are already clearly skewed towards smaller
companies versus stock exchanges in Austria or in
the U.K. (Figure 15).
Given that the current growth rate of the WSE may not
be sustained through IPOs of domestic companies,
an opportunity may exist in new issuers from abroad.
Currently, a lower proportion of foreign companies
are listed on the WSE than on the stock exchanges
of Western Europe. At the same time, the WSE is the
only stock exchange in the CEE which has already
hosted IPOs of foreign companies from the region. To
increase that number in the future, however, the WSE
would likely have to compete against the Western
European exchanges. The key question to consider,
then, is whether the WSE will develop further as a
more local stock exchange where foreign companies
have IPOs only when they have specific business to
do in the country (like, for example, the Czech Republic, Spain or Italy); or alternatively, whether the
WSE will more resemble hub stock exchanges (like,
for example, the Deutsche Börse or the LSE), and
will be in a unique position to attract foreign issuers independently of their connection to Poland. If
the WSE develops as a more local exchange, then the
numbers of foreign IPOs will likely remain at a stable
ratio to domestic IPOs (as we have indeed seen over
the past 4 years). If on the other hand the WSE opens
up to hub status, then the number of foreign IPOs will
likely rise.
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Ranking

by rzeczpospolita
Of the largest 500
hundred companies
(according to
Rzeczpospolita
ranking), 130 are
already listed, while
232 are subsidiaries
of foreign entities
and are thus highly
unlikely to enter the
WSE independently.
That leaves 138 large
companies that could
make IPOs in Warsaw.
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There is only marginal benefit to liquidity from cross-listing
as trading volumes on secondary exchanges tend to be low

ADR

Average daily ADR (American Depository Receipt)
trading relative to total trading1 post-offering
Percent

ADR without capital raising

Ordinary shares

ADR with capital raising

3

3

3

3

2

97

97

97

97

98

1 week
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3 months
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2 years

13

11

9

6

6

87

89

91

94

94

1 week

1 month

3 months

1 year

2 years

Trading in ADR is a small fraction of total trading for European companies
In combination with capital raising, ADR listing attracts more volume but strongly declines with time

Average values for 50 European companies listed on NYSE since 1998
SOURCE: UBS Warburg

1

Research shows, however, that companies from developed
economies with well-functioning, globalized capital markets
have little to gain from cross-listing. In fact, a number of
Western European companies have recently delisted from
secondary markets.
Opportunities in cross-listing
of foreign companies
In theory, instead of looking for foreign IPOs, the WSE
could consider becoming a secondary stock exchange,
on which some of the large foreign companies are crosslisted. Research shows, however, that companies from
developed economies with well-functioning, globalized

capital markets have little to gain from cross-listing. In
fact, a number of Western European companies have
recently delisted from secondary markets, citing low
trading volumes and no impact on visibility of the companies (number of analysts following the companies
have not increased as a result of cross-listing) as the
main reasons for delisting8.

Richard Dobbs and Marc Goedhart, “Why Cross-Listing Shares Doesn’t Create Value,” McKinsey Quarterly, Fall 2008. Companies from emerging markets may derive
some limited benefits from cross-listing, but evidence is not conclusive.
8
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Can
the
WSE
attract
new issuers

from abroad?

ompanies look at a number of factors to
availability of capital and liquidity
decide whether an IPO is appropriate for
While the existing hub stock exchanges may continthem. These may include funding availue to attract large amounts of capital, the WSE in the
ability, a desire for change of ownership,
coming years may be in a relatively good position
or an improvement of corporate goverto compete for the CEE issuers. Given the relative
nance, as well as other factors9. Once the decision
shortage of traditional sources of IPOs on the WSE,
to have an IPO is made, additional factors come
excess capital may be available for investment on the
into play in deciding where to carry it out. HistoriWSE in the coming years. Many large international
cal reasons loom large of course. Many potential
companies may find that the WSE does not have sufissuers also consider
ficient funds for their
availability of capital A survey carried out among WSE
purposes, but if history
and liquidity, cost of market participants, including
is any guide, there will
entry, and ability to recently IPOed companies,
be sufficient capital for
raise their public proany CEE company conconfirms that the two key drivers sidering an IPO. All the
file (visibility and perception of corporate behind the decision to IPO are:
CEE companies that
governance)
when obtaining capital and improving
floated on the LSE and
selecting a stock ex- the company’s public profile.
the Deutsche Börse
change for their IPO10.
over the last 4 years,
To attract new foreign issuers from the CEE,
for example, were smaller than the top three comthe WSE would potentially need to perpanies floated in Poland. Similarly, the largest IPO
form better on the three dimensions than
on the MICEX would have ranked only number 14 on
do
its
Western
European
competitors.
the WSE. Liquidity may prove to be a bigger obstacle
A survey11 carried out among WSE market parto potential issuers. Whereas 2 survey respondents
ticipants, including recently IPOed companies,
viewed liquidity as a WSE advantage over other Euconfirms that the two key drivers behind the deropean stock exchanges, 11 recognized it as a weakcision to IPO are: obtaining capital (27 out of 27
ness, making liquidity the second most-cited WSE
respondents marked this as a top-three reason)
disadvantage. Indeed, total WSE liquidity (38 percent)
and improving the company’s public profile (corpodoes not compare well with the exchanges in the U.K.
rate governance and reputation – 23 respondents
(64 percent), Switzerland (65 percent), Scandinavia
marked this as a top-three reason). Cost of entry
(NASDAQ OMX Nordic – 81 percent), Germany (135
seems to also play an important role; after availpercent) or Spain (143 percent)13. It should be noted,
ability of capital, cost was mentioned most as the
however, that the low liquidity is partly caused by the
factor at play when choosing a financing method12.
relatively large share of strategic and government

C

At the same time, many other considerations, including the search for a strategic investor or availability of funds from other sources, can lead a company to postpone an
IPO.
10
This is not a comprehensive list and does not apply to every company. Each potential issuer should consider their particular situation before making a decision on whether
and where to have an IPO.
11
For methodology and detailed results, please refer to the Appendix.
12
Sum of answers to questions about what makes an IPO less or more attractive as compared to other ways of financing: 26 mentions as top-three reasons for or against
IPO among 27 participants; access to capital was mentioned 26, 23 and 21 times for three questions related to capital size, speed of obtaining capital, and ease of obtaining
capital, respectively.
13
Liquidity is defined as turnover to the market capitalization ratio; data for 2010 from Eurostat.
9
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Total costs of listing are lower at WSE than at LSE
and in line with those at Deutsche Börse
Ranges of total initial ﬂotation costs for main and alternative markets

Main Market 8.9

LSE

Large Caps

NASDAQ

17.0

Large Caps

NYSE
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Euronext

0

2

4
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9.5 Entry Standard
10.1 Small Caps

7.4
7.0

Main Market 5-7

WSE

GEM

10.1 Small Caps

8.0

Prime/General Standard 7.5

Deutsche Börse

Figure 16

20.3

Main Board 10.9

HKSE

8.6

Alternext

5-10 NewConnect

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Percentage of gross offer

SOURCE: For Poland: estimates based on interviews with market participants (2010); for remaining markets: Listing Beauty Contest
– A Comparative Cost Analysis of Six Global Exchanges (2008)

investment in WSE capitalization. Calculated on the free float alone, WSE liquidity could increase to nearly 100 percent14 Ultimately, however, perceptions
of market participants are what matters.

WSE total costs seem comparable to
those of the Euronext, NYSE, Deutsche
Börse or NASDAQ and are visibly lower
than the LSE’s and HKSE’s. Survey
respondents considered the WSE on
average to be more attractive from a
cost perspective than other European
stock exchanges.

cost of entry
Total cost of entry to a stock market includes direct costs such as IPO underwriting fees, initial listing fees, professional fees, compliance costs, and advertising and
other costs related to the IPO, as well as indirect
costs, such as underpricing and loss of proprietary
information. WSE total costs seem comparable to
those of the Euronext, NYSE, Deutsche Börse or
NASDAQ and are visibly lower than the LSE’s and
HKSE’s (Figure 16). Survey respondents considered
the WSE on average to be more attractive from a
cost perspective than other European stock ex-

changes: 7 of 27 pointed to cost as a top-three WSE
advantage over other stock exchanges and only 2
pointed to cost as a top-three WSE disadvantage.
Admission costs for the WSE are in line with European average. Similarly, the cost of underpricing is
a European average (Figure 18). What may thus be
driving down the overall cost of IPOs on the WSE
are the costs of IPO-related professional services
in Poland.

14
Free float is defined as the percentage of shares not belonging to shareholders with over 5 percent ownership (if the shareholders are not investment or pension funds
or depository banks); based on 2006 data (overall liquidity for Poland of 31 percent), liquidity counted on free float could be in the range of 100 percent (assuming that the
majority of turnover is actually on domestic free float shares) (source: WSE Onet.pl; Datastream; McKinsey team analysis).
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Direct costs of listing at WSE are lower than at LSE,
but higher than at Deutsche Börse
Alternative markets

Main markets
Admission fees
EUR thousands

Admission fees
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100
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10
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Figure 17
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50
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SOURCE: For Poland: McKinsey Team calculation based on WSE data (2011); for remaining markets: Listing Beauty Contest
– A Comparative Cost Analysis of Six Global Exchanges (2008)

In reality, the WSE may provide similar visibility and require the
same governance standards from the issuers as do the exchanges
of Western Europe.
ability to raise issuer’s public profile
In reality, the WSE may provide similar visibility and
require the same governance standards from the issuers as do the exchanges of Western Europe. In
these areas, however, perceptions count for a lot,
and the survey responses reflect this factor. Seven
respondents recognized legal compliance required
for an IPO as one of the WSE’s top three advantages against other European exchanges, but twice
15

as many respondents (14) pointed to the same feature as being one of the top three disadvantages
of WSE – the single most indicated disadvantage.
Their perception has certain implications. McKinsey
research indicates that issuers from emerging markets are willing to pay a premium for perceptions of
good corporate governance and consequently may
chose to have their IPO on exchanges such as the
LSE or NYSE15.

Carlos E. Campos, Roberto E. Newell, and Gregory Wilson, “Corporate governance develops in emerging markets,” McKinsey Quarterly, Winter 2002.
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Issuers debuting at WSE experienced less dilution of ownership than at LSE
Percent
Compared to Europe-wide index,
WSE IPOs rank mid-range
in terms of extra performance…

… and this should not be driven by market
performance alone

30-day over-performance
of new IPOs vs. MSCI All Countries Europe Index,
2007-2010 average

Average 30-day1 performance
of national indices vs. MSCI All Countries Europe Index

0.75

10.0

6.9

7.3

0.46
0.37

Figure 18

1.4
Poland

Spain

Germany

-0.09

UK
WIG 20

IBEX 35

DAX 30

FTSE 100

Beginning and end of each month, simple average for 48 months
SOURCE: Dealogic; Bloomberg; McKinsey analysis

1

Sufficient capital should be available on the WSE and the costs
of listing should be in line with the European standards

All in all, competition against some of the Western
European stock exchanges may prove to be a challenging undertaking for the WSE. Though, as presented above in previous chapters, sufficient capital
should be available on the WSE and the costs of listing should be in line with the European standards,
the WSE would still need to convince potential foreign CEE issuers and investors that the liquidity of

the exchange will be sufficient and that issuers’ public profile could be as successfully increased in Warsaw as it could be in London or in Frankfurt. Both of
those elements may be difficult to address in the
short term and may require a long-term perspective. Decisions such as launching a WIG-Ukraine
Index confirm that the Warsaw Stock Exchange is
taking the long-term view.
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Employing

available

capital in financing

currently listed companies

I

POs form a larger proportion of the total
market capitalization on the WSE than in
the Western European markets (Figure 19).
This is because the WSE is still in a strong
growth phase and market capitalization is
smaller than it is on the Western European exchanges. Considering the young
age of the WSE, we could, If all the shares owned by the Treasury were
however, expect fewer
floated on the WSE, this would increase
SPOs than in Western Europe. On a young stock ex- investment opportunities to other investors by
change, many companies roughly PLN 110 billion.
have raised capital in recent IPOs and for them it is too soon to be going back
15-25 percent of the shares17. The extent to which the
for a secondary offering. However, the proportion of
state will continue to exit the largest companies canSPOs to market capitalization in Warsaw was still
not be easily predicted but it could be one of the viarelatively high. The likely reason is that both IPOs and
ble ways of employing some of the capital available.
SPOs on the WSE are heavily driven by privatization.
Many of the large domestic state-owned compaCommercial Debt
nies that have already IPOed on the WSE have not
Currently, the volume of tradable commercial debt
yet been fully privatized. In fact, Treasury still holds
in Poland is very low compared to other European
on average 43 percent of the shares in listed commarkets, east and west (Figure 20). If today the WSE
panies with partial state ownership16. The state has
possessed the ratio of commercial bonds to marpartial ownership in 13 of the top 80 companies on
ket capitalization prevailing in Prague or Budapest,
WSE. If all the shares owned by the Treasury were
the value of commercial bonds on the WSE would
floated on the WSE, this would increase investment
increase from its present EUR 0.3 billion to EUR 25
opportunities to other investors by roughly PLN
billion-30 billion. If the ratio in Poland were com110 billion. That impact would be comparable to the
mensurate with the average ratio in France, Spain
imagined collective impact of all large non-listed
and Germany, the value of commercial bonds on
state-owned companies having IPOs on the WSE.
the WSE could be as much as EUR 40 billion. The
In 2011, PKO BP will launch the single largest SPO in
WSE took the first step in commercial debt trading
WSE’s history. It will involve 15-25 percent of compaby launching a separate market called Catalyst for
ny value (PLN 8 billion-15 billion, or 1-2 percent of the
non-Treasury debt instruments in September 2009,
total WSE market cap today); the state will be left with
but significant potential may still remain.
16
17

Based on analysis of the top 80 companies (by market cap) listed on WSE.
Current commitment by the Ministry of Treasury.
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As WSE matures, SPOs are likely to become more important
to market capitalization than IPOs
Change of ownership
SPO value offer,
2010, percentage of market capitalization
(no proceeds to issuer)
EUR billions
IPO

Figure 19
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4.2
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0.5
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-

9.5
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Value of SPOs to
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SOURCE: Dealogic; WSE (data for Poland)

Composition of corporate financing across Europe
2009, EUR billions
Equity
Poland

Bonds

97

Loans
79

0.3

Value of outstanding
corporate bonds
(excluding government
and financial bonds)
Equity understood
as market capitalization
of stock exchange
in a given country

Czech
Republic

38

Hungary

20

Spain

x22

Average

x0.5

1

x11
927

France

Germany

38

10
x0.3

Average 29

Western Europe

Figure 20

Total corporate loans,
including non-listed
companies

CEE

Assumptions

36

6

x1,000
55

1,409

927
1,087

SOURCE: Central Banks; Global Banking Pools
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488

37

x15
1,065

1,077

339
294

1,386
1,176

Final
remarks
ll in all, the WSE may be able to sustain
its access to significant and increasing amounts of capital in the coming
years, while at the same time it may experience fewer IPOs from the current
sources. To continue growing and to ensure that
the capital available is invested in Warsaw, the
WSE should foster new sources of capital demand.
Further privatization of non-listed companies may
at most increase the market
cap by an additional 15-20
All in all, the WSE may be able to sustain its
percent. Continued privatizaaccess to significant and increasing amounts
tion of the already listed firms
could help double that number. of capital in the coming years, while at the
Contributions from either of same time it may experience fewer IPOs from
those sources, however, are the current sources. To continue growing
hard to estimate, as they deand to ensure that the capital available is
pend entirely on the political
invested in Warsaw, the WSE should foster
decision-makers.
Additional
growth in the mid-cap seg- new sources of capital demand.
ment is also unlikely, as most
of the IPOs already come from that size segment.
prove a good outlet for the capital available on the
Foreign IPOs could prove to be good investments
WSE, with an impact potentially as large as that of
for the available capital, although attracting foreign
continued privatization. The WSE has already beissuers to Poland may be a challenge. To pull in isgun investing in the development of that market.
suers from other CEE countries to Warsaw, the WSE
It is relatively unlikely that a single source of capital
would need to convince the issuers of its competidemand will be able to replace the current stream
tiveness over the other European stock exchanges
of IPOs by large domestic companies. What we are
on availability of capital, capital turnover, cost of
more likely to see in the coming years is the increaslisting, and ability to raise issuers’ public profile.
ing importance of secondary offerings as well as the
Currently, the WSE matches competitors on issues
commercial bonds market. Securing IPOs from isof capital availability and cost of listing but trails on
suers from other CEE countries may be possible, but
turnover and ability to raise issuers’ public profile.
to do this the WSE will need to compete effectively
Growth of the commercial bonds market may also
against other players.

A
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Potential
from further
privatization

Further privatization of
non-listed companies
may at most increase
the market cap by
an additional 15-20
percent. Continued
privatization of the
already listed firms
could help double that
number.
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Appendix:

Survery result

Please evaluate different ways
of ﬁnancing companies on the basis of incurred costs
Very attractive
1

Not attractive
2

3

Own capital
(including financing within a holding)

5

2.9

Bank loans

3.3

Debt instruments (including bonds)

2.9

Direct investor (outside of stock exchange)

2.9

IPO

2.8

Project finance

2.5

Other

I

4

2.6

n the weeks preceding the CEE IPO Summit, 120 market participants were invited
to respond to an online survey about their
experience with the WSE. The respondents included the representatives of mutual funds, brokerage houses, pension funds, banks,
stock exchanges, and issuers that debuted on WSE
in the past 4 years. As of May 8, 2011, 27 responses

have been recorded (including 14 companies which
recently IPOed on the WSE and 13 other market
participants). The combined results are presented
in the following series of exhibits. Due to a limited
response rate (the survey was conducted in the last
weeks of April and beginning of May when many
people were on holidays), the results can be treated
as directional only.
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In the weeks preceding the CEE IPO Summit, market participants
were invited to respond to an online survey about their
experience with the WSE. The respondents included the
representatives of mutual funds, brokerage houses, pension
funds, banks, stock exchanges, and issuers that debuted on WSE in
the past 4 years.
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How would your perception of IPO attractiveness
(in terms of costs) change within a 5-year horizon?
Please compare with other ways of financing and choose only one answer
Percent

Less attractive

4

37

More attractive

59

Similarly attractive

Why do companies decide to go public (IPO)?
Please choose 3 main reasons and rate them on 1-3 scale
Percent

The most important reason

Obtaining capital
on a domestic stock exchange

100

Obtaining capital
on a foreign stock exchange
Ongoing market valuation
More flexible shareholder structure

6

67

3
56

39

18 3

80

20

5

100

3
30

70

Reputation

Maintaining and developing human capital

24 1

33

Corporate governance

Business risk diversification

Second most important reason

Third most important reason

25

25

50
50

50
100

Other

40

20 2
4
2
2

What makes IPO more attractive compared to other ways of financing?
Please choose 3 main reasons and rate them on 1-3 scale
Percent

Cost to the issuer

27

Ease of obtaining capital

27

46

27

20

53

Potential size
of the capital available

63

40

33

Flexibility in obtaining capital

2

24

1

9

100

1
67

33

Other

15

2
33

33

Service quality

3

8
50

50

Number of engaged parties

11

5

62

25

13

16

21

60

Speed of obtaining capital
Process transparency

The most important reason
Second most important reason
Third most important reason

6

What makes IPO less attractive compared to other ways of financing?
Please choose 3 main reasons and rate them on 1-3 scale
Percent

53

Cost to the issuer

Potential size
of the capital available

72
24
38
50

Service quality
Other

35

41

12

83

17

41

3

2

28

14

15
6

50

56

Number of involved parties
Flexible terms in obtaining capital

67
50

Speed of obtaining capital

20

27

33

Ease of obtaining capital

Process transparency

The most important reason
Second most important reason
Third most important reason

16

18

14

7
17

50

8

50

2
6

1

2

What are the advantages of an IPO on WSE
as opposed to other European exchanges?

The most important reason
Second most important reason
Third most important reason

Please choose 3 main advantages and rate them on 1-3 scale,
Percent

22

Size (market capitalization)

67

11
100

Market turnover
Type and size of the investors’ base

58

Type and size of listed companies

57

Variability in stock performance

17

25
43

14

29

57
25

Easy access to capital

17

58
40

Potential size of the capital available

40

20
67
50

3

7

3

12

1

2
1

57

43

Legal compliance required before IPO

7

50

50

2

What are the disadvantages of an IPO on WSE
as opposed to other European exchanges?

First most important reason

Please choose 3 main disadvantages and rate them on 1-3 scale
Percent

25

Size (market capitalization)

Second most important reason
Third most important reason

38

38
46

Market turnover

8
27

27

11

100

Localization
14

Type and size of the investors’ base

4

60

5
50

50

Cost to the issuer

7

50

50
40

Variability in stock performance

2

100

Easy access to capital

1
50

50

Potential size of the capital available

67

Speed of obtaining capital

2

2
57

29

Type and size of listed companies

2
11

22

9

3

0
29

14

57
50

50
43

21
100

Other

42

7
4

100

Service quality
Legal compliance required before IPO

1

7

3

100

Other

Flexible terms of obtaining capital

12

5

33

50

Service quality

Number of involved parties

1

0

Flexible terms of obtaining capital

Process transparency

12

0

Process transparency
Number of involved parties

17

25

0

Cost to the issuer

Speed of obtaining capital

2

58

Localization

2

9

3
36

14
2

1

43

What factors do you take into consideration
when comparing attractiveness of Primary against Secondary Market on WSE?
- 1-5 scale
Please rate each factor on
Unimportant factor
1
Number of companies

Most important factor
2

3

4

5

1.9

Size of the companies

2.5

Turnover

2.7

Expected rate of return

2.9

Investment time horizon

2.5

Free float

2.8

Ease in purchasing stock

2.9

Equity story

3.2

Other

2.5

What factors drive rate of return on the Primary Market on WSE?
Please rate each factor on 1-5 scale
Unimportant factor
1
Listing fee

Most important factor
2

3

2.0

Valuation

3.9

Free float

2.9

Expected rate of return

Investment time horizon

4

2.8

2.7

Other

2.8

44

5

45

